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Abstract - Sensor data fusion is an important and dicult requirement in marine robotics. This paper examines the role of
sensor fusion in three di erent application areas: navigation of
autonomous underwater vehicles, acoustic scene reconstruction,
and ocean data assimilation. The research issues encountered in
these problems include management of uncertainty, modeling of
sensor physics, vehicle and environment dynamics, feature extraction, data association, state estimation, and sensor management.
Previous research in these areas is reviewed and suggestions for
future research are presented.

This paper examines the role of sensor fusion in three different application areas: navigation of autonomous underwater vehicles, acoustic scene reconstruction, and ocean data
assimilation. The next three sections present a description
of each of these problems. Subsequently, some of the fundamental research issues shared by these application areas are
described and related research in these topics is reviewed.
Finally, suggestions are made for future research.
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Navigation is a critical requirement for any type of mobile
robot, but this is especially true for autonomous underwater vehicles. Good navigate information is essential for safe
operation and recovery of an AUV, especially for under-ice
deployments [4] or in regions of high currents [51]. In addition, often for the data to be gathered by an AUV to be
of military, commercial, or scienti c value, the location from
which the data has been gathered must be precisely known.
Because the ocean is impenetrable to electromagnetic energy except at very low frequencies, navigation systems such
as LORAN and GPS are unavailable, and instead acoustic
systems must be used [5]. One method for acoustic navigation is long baseline (LBL) navigation, in which the vehicle
operates within a pre-calibrated array of acoustic beacons.
This technique has been in use for several decades [27], [41],
primarily for tethered and manned underwater systems. Because multipath acoustic propagation can result in a high
degree of spurious data, reliable operation for autonomous
systems remains a challenge.
For an autonomous LBL navigation system, rejection of
outliers (data association) is an important function [62]. The
AUV must make decisions regarding the quality of the data
without the aid of a human operator. The reliability of the
solution must be very high, because a survey AUV like the
Odyssey II cannot \stop and think" when confronted with a
dicult situation; the vehicle must be continually in motion

INTRODUCTION

Improved methods for sensor data interpretation are critical
for realization of the full potential of today's state-of-the-art
marine robotics technology. Marine robotics technology has
undergone a phase of dramatic increase in capability in recent years. This is demonstrated by the recent impressive accomplishments of underwater vehicles such as Jason [2], the
Autonomous Benthic Explorer (ABE) [52], Theseus [11], and
the autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) Odyssey II [6]. In
concert with this advance in vehicle technology, the capabilities of commercial sensing devices have improved, yielding
devices of higher quality with lower weight, cost and power
consumption. As these trends continue, the primary challenges in subsea robotics are shifting from development of
system and sensor technology to problems of information
processing and sensor-based control. State-of-the-art marine
robot systems can produce vast amounts of data, but our
ability to use marine robot systems to their full potential
is limited by the diculty of processing this information in
autonomous fashion.
 To
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AUV NAVIGATION

to maintain control authority. If the navigation algorithm
were to go awry during sea-trials, sending the vehicle hundreds of meters o -course, loss of the vehicle is a very real
possibility. Additionally, the navigation algorithm must execute in real-time on a vehicle with limited computational
resources.
A signi cant diculty in acoustic navigation can be caused
by an error in the assumed sound speed pro le. Even if
the sound speed pro le is known at the start of an AUV
mission, the acoustic propagation environment can change
during the mission. To address this issue to provide navigation in complex and dynamic acoustic environments, Deffenbaugh has developed a technique for very long baseline
navigation [17, 18]. The approach uses the extra information provided by the multipath arrivals to invert for sound
speed pro le variations in space and time, and in the process
provide a more accurate position estimate.
For some applications of AUVs, the use of acoustic beacons
is undesirable or impractical. If an accurate a priori map
of the environment is available, one approach to globallyreferenced position estimation is to use measurements of geophysical parameters, such as bathymetry, magnetic eld, or
gravitational anomaly [58, 59, 40, 23]. These approaches are
based on matching sensor data with an a priori environment
map, under the assumption that there is sucient spatial
variation in the parameter(s) being measured to permit accurate localization.
In practice, an up-to-date, high-quality map may be unavailable in the operating area of interest. This motivates
research into the problem of concurrent mapping and localization. The goal of concurrent mapping and localization
is for the AUV to build a map of its environment and to
use that map to navigate in real time. While this has not to
our knowledge been attempted with underwater vehicles, the
problem has seen some attention in the land robotics community [34]. However, with a few exceptions [44, 49], implementations of concurrent mapping and localization have
been restricted to simulation.
A seminal technique for concurrent mapping and localization, called the stochastic map, was published by Smith, Self,
and Cheeseman [53]. The stochastic map consists of a single state vector that represents the estimates of the vehicle
and feature locations and an associated covariance matrix.
As the vehicle moves around its environment, taking measurements of environmental features, the stochastic map is
updated using an extended Kalman lter. Moutarlier and
Chatila [44] and Rencken [49] have implemented suboptimal
versions of the stochastic map using land robots.
The major problems encountered by the stochastic map
are the failure of the extended Kalman lter to properly track
the highly nonlinear transformations involved in geometric
estimation and the fact that the technique scales (at best)
quadratically with the number of features present. Also,
Smith, Self, and Cheeseman ignored errors which may arise
from ambiguity in the source of sensor data. Some of these
drawbacks have recently been considered by Uhlmann [61]
in a theoretical investigation of concurrent mapping and localization. However, there are many important issues to ad-

dress in future research to realize this capability on-board an
AUV.
ACOUSTIC SCENE RECONSTRUCTION

Sensing the environment is a critical requirement in marine
robotics. While a variety of optical sensors are available for
underwater use [56, 46], sonar is a natural choice for investigating the turbid marine environment due to its superior
propagation characteristics. The aim of acoustic scene reconstruction is to produce a model of an unknown underwater environment based on sonar data obtained from multiple
vantage points.
Scene reconstruction is related to the problem of acoustic object recognition, which attempts to identify objects
of interest based on known models. Both signal processing
and image processing approaches have been pursued. Signal processing techniques attempt to recognize objects by
matching templates or resonant signatures of a sonar waveform [16, 30]. Image processing approaches aim to imitate
the methods by which skilled human operators interpret visual sonar displays [57].
There are two di erent approaches to 3-D acoustic scene
reconstruction. Stochastic backprojection builds a gridbased, volumetric map of the environment by probabilistically estimating measurement sources [55]. Feature-based
reconstruction attempts to associate sonar returns with discrete features in the environment, building a model of the
environment composed of geometric primitives [42]. In both
approaches, computational complexity is a serious concern.
Stewart pioneered the stochastic backprojection approach
and has applied it to a variety of data sets from real ocean
settings, such as pro le data from the USS Monitor [55].
The representation employed is a grid-based, volumetric
representation, similar to the occupancy grid developed by
Moravec and Elfes for land robot navigation [21]. Singh has
extended this work through introduction of a measure of entropy to monitor the amount of information conveyed by new
sensor readings in construction of a map [52].
In feature-based scene reconstruction, the rst step in interpretation is the extraction of geometric features from raw
sensor data, based on a model of sensor physics [35]. After features have been extracted from sensor data, the next
step is data association: grouping measurements that share
a common origin and rejecting spurious measurements [14].
Once measurements have been partitioned into sets that originate from common environmental features, the shape model
(a map of geometric primitives) can be updated [42]. Results to date have been limited to e ectively two-dimensional
scenes.
OCEAN DATA ASSIMILATION

Ocean data assimilation is the process of integrating real
data with a model of an ocean process [38, 50]. One of
the largest problems in accurately applying models of ocean
ow (or meteorological models, for that matter) is that, because of their dynamic three-dimensional nature and the fact
that energy is present at multiple (non-separable) scales, any
speci cation of initial conditions for a forecast will ultimately
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become uncorrelated with the state of the system [26]. This
is due to unmodeled dynamics (such as those at scales which
are not modeled for reasons of computation eciency) and
the spread of errors in the initial state. Ocean data assimilation attempts to rectify this inadequacy by providing additional information as the system evolves.
Two di erent scenarios for ocean data assimilation are
model validation and model registration. In model validation, the objective is to test the validity of a proposed model
of an ocean process by comparison with real data. An example of model validation is provided by the proposed study
of convective overturning in the Labrador Sea [28, 63]. In
model registration, there is a model that is believed to be
accurate and the objective is to integrate real data into the
model to come up with a speci c state estimation for the
process of interest. Examples of this are found in numerical weather prediction [26] and oceanographic process eld
estimation [50].
Ocean data assimilation is a daunting task for two reasons. First, the theoretical and computational challenges of
modeling the ocean are tremendous [66]. In addition, our
opportunity to observe the ocean is extremely limited. To
address the latter issue, the autonomous ocean sampling network (AOSN) project is an ambitious e ort that attempts
to create a fundamentally new capability to observe the
oceans [15]. The idea behind AOSN is to establish a network of small, low cost AUVs supported by acoustic and
satellite communication links and power recharging stations.
Development of adaptive sampling strategies for real-time
ocean data assimilation is an important component of this
e ort [64].
Munk, Worcester, and Wunsch have pioneered the method
of ocean acoustic tomography, which employs acoustic arrays to make precise travel time measurements of a parcel
of ocean [45]. In comparison to the point measurements
provided by conventional ocean sensing technologies, tomographic measurements are spatially integrating [45]. Recently, the Haro Strait experiment combined moving source
tomography, AUV sampling, acoustic propagation modeling,
and ocean eld prediction [51]. In the future, there promises
to be a number of exciting eld deployments that will combine the latest technologies for modeling and observing the
ocean.
RESEARCH ISSUES

The three applications described above are quite distinct.
We believe, however, that these problems have an underlying
structural commonality; navigation of AUVs, acoustic scene
reconstruction, and ocean data assimilation are all challenging problems in sensor data fusion. The diculties shared by
these problems include the interpretation of uncertain and
ambiguous data, modeling of sensor physics, representation
of information, and management of computational complexity.
Sensor data fusion can be de ned as the purposeful combination of measurements with a priori models, knowledge,
and information. Some of the key issues in sensor data fusion
are [19, 24, 37]:

management of uncertainty
representing, detecting, and tracking features
modeling of sensor physics
modeling of platform and environment dynamics
data association
state estimation
sensor management
This section examines these issues from the perspective of
marine robotics.
Management of uncertainty
Uncertainty is ubiquitous in marine robotic sensing. In order to properly carry out sensor data fusion, the relative
uncertainties of the quantities to be fused must be known
or estimated. Uncertainty in marine robotics tasks arises
primarily from three sources:
1. uncertainty in the values of measurements
(noise and biases)
2. uncertainty in the origins of measurements
(data association error)
3. uncertainty in the motion of the sensor or vehicle
(navigation error).
The interplay between these di erent sources of error is what
makes sensor data fusion dicult [14]. For example, coupling
between navigation and sensing error in concurrent mapping
and localization leads to correlations between vehicle and
feature position estimates [54, 25, 61].
Since the vehicle must combine uncertain quantities to
carry out sensor data fusion, the question of uncertainty
representation is an important one. Most data fusion architectures use a Kalman ltering framework for combining
measurements and state estimates. This technique is based
on a Bayesian representation of uncertainty. Although in a
strictly Bayesian paradigm, rst-order probabilities are the
only meaningful quantities, it is sometimes useful to consider
higher-order uncertainty, or the amount of uncertainty in the
estimate of the uncertainty of the state estimates [33]. This
line of reasoning is followed in the Dempster-Shafer theory
of evidence [67] and in other work on higher order probability [13].
In addition to properly combining uncertain data, the vehicle must manage the strategies for addressing these errors
so that it can make real-time decisions based on current estimates of its state. Consideration of all three sources of error
introduces major computational complexity concerns [14].
Additionally, there may be problems in determining the degree of cross-correlation between uncertain estimates [61].
Representing, detecting, and tracking features
In order to extract useful information from sensor data, the
vehicle needs to make some assumptions about its environment. These assumptions form the basis for feature representation. The major dichotomy in feature representation
methods is the question of whether to consider the environmental context of the vehicle as one continuous feature (or
eld), which may be broken down by a grid or pixels, or as a
set of discrete features (or objects), which may be independently modeled.
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The question of whether a continuous or a discrete geometric representation is more appropriate depends directly
on the requirements of the task. For a human-in-the-loop application such as piloting a remotely-operated vehicle (ROV),
an occupancy grid o ers a method for displaying a large
amount of data to the human operator. For object grasping
and autonomous recognition of man-made objects, however,
an occupancy grid would entail an unduly small cell resolution size, resulting in prohibitive storage and processing
requirements. A feature-based geometric approach o ers the
potential of a compact representation capable of eciently
characterizing a scene and providing direct input to higher
level reasoning schemes. This can only be possible, however,
if the noise and ambiguity of the input data can be handled
in a computationally ecient manner.
Selection of the appropriate features for a given task will
depend on a good model of sensor physics as well as environment and platform dynamics. Detection of features based on
a sensor model is essentially a problem in data association
and track initiation. Tracking features is the subject of state
estimation.
Modeling of sensor physics
The key to using any sensor is to have a good sensor
model [20]. The objective in developing a sensor model is
to support two capabilities:
 Prediction: what data should the sensor produce when
observing a known scene from a given position?
 Explanation: given observed sensor data, what is the
geometry of the scene that produced the data?
In feature-based acoustic scene reconstruction, a specular sonar model has proven useful in developing geometric
constraints for shape estimation. In a specular wavelength
regime, isolated features will show up in sonar scans as circular arcs [31]. Circular arcs extracted from sonar data can
be used as features for prediction and explanation of sonar
data [35].
In acoustic navigation of AUVs, an understanding of
acoustic propagation e ects is essential, and can be incorporated into the navigation processing to provide robust performance in dynamic environments [17].
Platform and environment dynamics
Dynamic models of the vehicle or sensor platform and the environmental processes being observed are essential in properly representing the dynamic characteristics of the states
the vehicle is estimating. Dynamic models also allow the vehicle to make predictions about what it should be sensing,
and what is happening in other regions.
One can distinguish between simulation models of vehicle
and environment dynamics, which must faithfully reproduce
behavior, and models for vehicle use, which must be manageable by the vehicle in real-time. There is the problem of
how to most accurately represent these dynamic processes.
But there is the further problem of the appropriate model to
be used by the AUV; this choice will also depend on computational complexity and speed, delity and robustness, operating regime, and expected environmental context.

Providing a model for the vehicle will depend heavily upon
the expected range of contexts the vehicle will face. The
model should explicitly capture those dynamic phenomena
which are of importance or primary interest, while hiding
the complexity of the remaining dynamic context.
One example of the integration of environment dynamics
with an underwater vehicle simulation occurred in the Haro
Strait experiment, in which the AUV Odyssey simulator [7]
was coupled with an ocean current model [22] to provide
predictions of vehicle performance in high current environments [51].
Data association
Data association is the task of resolving uncertainty in the
origins of measurements. The objective is to determine the
correspondence between measured data and features of the
environment/scene/object being observed, while rejecting
spurious measurements. When a continuous feature representation is used, data association is addressed as an integral part of state estimation. For discrete feature models,
ambiguity in measurement source must be resolved prior to
updating state estimates.
The eld of multiple target tracking has provided a number
of advanced data association techniques. These can be classied in two categories: target-based and measurement-based.
In either approach, the rst step is validation gating, a preliminary processing stage in which many infeasible matches
between measurements and targets are rejected [3, 61].
An example of a target-based approach is the joint probabilistic data association lter [3], which provides state estimates based on the weighted sum of all the measurements
that are in the validation region of a target. These techniques have xed computational requirements, but produce
estimates that average good and bad data. In addition, track
initiation for new targets is not explicitly incorporated.
Multiple hypothesis tracking is a measurement-based approach to grouping measurements that originate from the
same geometric feature, while rejecting spurious measurements [48]. Each new observation initializes a tree of possible
interpretation hypotheses that classify the measurements according to di erent target models. The tree is grown as new
observations are validated with hypothesized targets, and is
subsequently pruned to choose the single best interpretation
of all past measurements [43, 32]. An important feature of
the approach is that ambiguous assignment decisions can be
deferred until more data is acquired and a better decision
can be made. Cox and Leonard applied multiple hypothesis
tracking to land robot map building in a dynamic environment [14]. Moran and Leonard extended the approach to
apply to underwater acoustic shape reconstruction of curved
objects in two dimensions [42]. Because of the multiple state
estimates involved in multiple hypothesis tracking, computation complexity and scaling are signi cant problems. Current topics of research include pruning strategies and track
initialization.
State estimation
Once any necessary data association decisions have been
made, state estimation techniques provide the mechanism
4

of integrating sensor measurements obtained from multiple
sensors and/or sensing locations. Techniques for robust and
ecient state estimation are a central part of research in
sensor data fusion [24]. Many approaches are based on the
Kalman ltering [3] and Bayesian decision theory [9].
Two important issues are the inherently nonlinear relationships between the parameters being estimated, and correlations between state estimates. Correlations may be due
to a priori assumptions, correlated measurements, and correlated noise [65]. These correlations may be explicitly modeled, but it should be pointed out that some correlations
may be unobservable (and hence unmodelable). For situations when unmodeled correlations are present, Uhlmann
has developed an alternative technique for estimation updating called Covariance Intersection [61]. This technique
has important implications for concurrent localization and
mapping.
Sensor management
Sensor management is the problem of deciding what to sense
and from where to sense. Manyika writes \when presented
with several sensing options or con gurations, the option
making the best use of sensor resources to achieve sensing
goals must be chosen. [39]" For example, an underwater
robot trying to build a map of an unknown environment
needs to decide where to move in order to best improve the
map it is creating.
In some cases, for example when a simple uniform survey
is adequate, sensor management can be performed prior to
the mission. However, when the environment is changing or
discrete features are being sought (e.g., a search and mapping mission), an adaptive approach to sensor management
is needed.
Adaptive sensor management has been studied under
many guises, such as action selection [60], active perception [1], and adaptive sampling [8, 64]. A general formulation
of adaptive sensor management is hard to obtain because the
metrics by which one would evaluate di erent sensing strategies are highly dependent on the sensor employed and the
task at hand.
Manyika has investigated sensor management in the context of decentralized sensor fusion architectures [39]. This
work relates to marine data fusion in the context of using
multiple AUVs for cooperative mapping. The use of multiple AUVs raises the issue of communication management,
because of the bandwidth limitations, time delays, and unreliability of underwater communication [12, 29].
FUTURE RESEARCH

We believe that the problem of enabling an AUV to navigation in, and build a map of, an unknown environment
provides a great challenge which can focus future research
e orts. Realization of this capability | concurrent mapping and localization | would draw on recent advances in
all the research issues discussed above. The reliable extraction of feature location estimates from sonar data in natural
environments presents a formidable challenge. However, experiments can begin in environments with man-made objects

or distinctive landmarks.
Data association remains a key source of computational
complexity. To this point, ad hoc approaches to data association have not proven to be robust. It may be possible
that multiple hypothesis tracking can o er a foundation on
which to develop a comprehensive framework for management of uncertainty in robotic sensing. Attaining this goal
will require substantial innovations in the approach, incorporating new methods for non-linear representation and track
initiation. A fundamental issue is the initialization of 3D geometric primitives when individual measurements are sparse
and provide weak geometric constraints. Because multiple
hypothesis tracking is exponentially complex, improved computational eciency will be essential.
Advanced simulation environments can be a useful aid in
developing new methods for data fusion. Simulation has
been vital to developers of AUVs because it o ers a cost
e ective alternative to expensive and hazardous eld testing [47, 10]. A virtual ocean environment goes beyond the
simulation of the AUV itself to incorporate simulations of
sensor physics and ocean environment dynamics, with realistic error models. While simulation is no substitute for real
data from a deployment at-sea, components of a virtual environment can serve as a human-computer interface for a real
experiment [36].
SUMMARY

This paper has surveyed some of the problems of sensor data
fusion in marine robotics. Advances in this eld have the
potential to play a key role in marine applications such as
climate change assessment, marine habitat monitoring, oil
exploration, and underwater inspection and repair. The high
costs and complexity of ocean operation result in a high potential payo when robotic technology can be successfully
applied.
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